nothing so thin is so hard

Topcret is a leader in the production and application of stylish
cement-based micro-coverings for floors, walls and furniture.
Topcret’s BAXAB® , the toughest continuous floor
Available in a wide colour palatte, without joints and with its trowel
handmade finishing, BAXAB® achieves surfaces of great quality and
beauty. It is totally impermeable, so it can be applied on kitchens,
bathrooms and any wet areas.
With only 3mm thick and its fast application time, it is ideal for
remodelling works since it does not require removing existing floors
or changing openings nor bases. Open to foot transit after a few hours
of application. It is totally waterproof, so it can be applied on kitchens,
bathrooms and any wet area. Highly resistant to cracks, stains and
scratches. Nothing so thin is so hard.

THE NEW TECHNOLOGY BEHIND BAXAB®
The new technology developed by Topcret includes the application
of two layers of Microcement base plus mesh over the existing surface.
Followed by two finishing layers of BCED, which is 10 times stronger
than that of conventional micro-cements. It is of extreme hardness
and is highly resistant to pressure and breaks, creating a solid,
stable and very durable continuous seamless surface. The final protection
finishing, the exclusive CRED Shield is an innovative material that is
highly resistant to scratches, stains and burns. It creates a sophisticated
surface with a durable, decorative finish.

CRED® armor of extreme resistance
(Protection layers)
BCED® layer of extreme hardness
(Finishing layers)
Microcement Base + Mesh

Existing Base layer

Main Features:
3mm thick
Manually (artisanal installation process) applied for a unique finish
Seamless
Non toxic
Scratch-resistant
Waterproof
Stylish & contemporary look
Commercial and domestic applications
Open to foot traffic 24hours after installation
Suitable for Floor, walls and even furnitures coating for
both indoor and outdoor

EVEN IN YOUR SHOWERS
All Topcret products are waterproof,
which makes them suitable for wet areas,
such as kitchens, bathrooms,
and even shower areas.
Topcret has also developed a surface treatment
call T/Grip, especially designed for wet areas;
through the use of micro–articles, it ensures
greater resistance to slipping where it is applied.
It can be applied on top of any Topcret products
for maximum grip, minimizing slipping and
sliding to create a much safer surface.

LABORATORY TESTS AND CERTIFICATIONS
Topcret has tested the Baxab® technology under exhaustive external
technologic certifications to determine the extent to which this product is
highly resistant.

COBRE (COPPER)

Perla (PeaRl)

Resistance to adherence, UNE-EN 13892-8:2003			

>3,3N/mm2

Surface Hardness, UNE-EN 13892-6:2003				

120N/mm2

Transmission index of liquid water (permeability),			
UNE-EN 1062-3:2008

0,01kg/m2hO·5

Determination of flex properties,					1,3kN/mm2
UNE-EN ISO 178:2003
Impact resistance, UNE-EN ISO 6272:2012				

>14,7 Nm

Drop height where the first fissures are observed			

A 1500 mm

Diameter produced at this height:				

9,5 mm

Resistance to BCA wear, UNE-EN 13892-2: 2003			

30 µm

Determination of chemical resistance, UNE-EN 13529: 2003
No defects up to: 7 days for chlorine; 1 day for bleach, olive oil, alcohol, viakal and vinegar; 6
hours for lemon juice.
PLATA (SILVER)

Blanco Roto (Off White)

ZERO COST WARRANTY
Because of the confidence we have in our products and human resources,
we can offer this warranty which guarantees the repair or replacement of
our installations cause by defective materials for a period of three years.
This guarantee is subject to the explicit conditions stated in
our terms & condition.
Other terms and conditions apply

ORO (GOLD)

NEGRO FUMO (SMOKY BLACK)

Acero (Steel Grey)

Habano (Tan)

Colour images are for illustration purpose only.
Due to its trowel handmade finishing, each end product is unique and may differ.

Topcret is a leader in the production and placement of
microcement coating applicable to floors, walls and furnitures.
It is totally impermeable, so it can be applied to dry or
wet areas; indoors and outdoors. Topcret has launched
microcement coating collections to the market,
with special colours and finishing styles. These premium
product lines offer sophisticated and innovative solutions for
those seeking inspired and original designs.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

floorxpert.com
facebook.com/floorxpert
HOTLINE

main SHOWROOM

65. 6749 3128

50 Genting Lane #03-03 Cideco Industrial Complex S349558

WHATSAPP

mon - fri : 10am to 7pm . Sat, Sun & PH : 10am to 5pm

65. 8828 9889
EMAIL

enquiry@floorxpert.com

toa payoh SHOWROOM

BLK 190 Lor 6 Toa Payoh #01-574 S310190
mon - Sun & PH : 11am to 8pm

